LAND AND EXPAND

Experience growth without growing pains. No matter what your expansion strategy, Fabcon Precast can help you land and expand with a predictable, easily replicated construction process that creates efficiencies and eliminates headaches.

Fabcon Precast gives growing businesses a big advantage. When expansion is a perpetual boardroom agenda item, Fabcon Precast is vital to fulfilling that agenda. Our integrated service strategy and repeatable construction model builds efficiency into your expansion cycle, making it possible for you to begin operating—and earning—as quickly as possible.

It’s never too early to involve Fabcon. Our professional engineers, manufacturers, and constructors will optimize your company’s capabilities from the early planning stages through construction. If sustainability is a core value for your business model, our use of recycled materials and the thermal performance as high as R-28.2 make our panels a logical component. Our load-bearing panels are engineered to save shop time and eliminate redundant structural systems that are material intensive. Factoring the thermal properties of our panels into your decisions will positively impact HVAC design and budgeting. And with our extensive site planning experience, Fabcon can provide site management solutions that will contribute to accessibility, productivity, and site safety.

Any conversations including Fabcon early will pay dividends for your current project…and the next one…and the next one.
REACH & RESOURCES OF FABCON

THE FABCON ADVANTAGE

— A full engineering department
— A wide selection of finish options
— Outstanding thermal performance
— A controlled manufacturing environment that ensures consistency
— Multiple manufacturing plants provide speed and capacity
— Meets your need for “green” with considerable levels of post-consumer and post-industrial content. Precast make-up may vary by location.

If you have additional questions about Fabcon’s products or capabilities, contact your sales engineer.